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to invest the proceeds in anything that will yield, on equal
security, a higher annual return than he was obtaining before.
Here, again, adjustment would be difficult. But, if account
were taken of the place occupied by the year of the original
valuation and the year of assessment in their respective credit
cycles, it would seem that a competent authority could so
qualify the original valuation that the increments assessed to
taxation should not include this class of apparent increment.
§ 8. Our task, however, is not completed when apparent
increments have been eliminated. For even real increments,
when they are anticipated and discounted, are not windfalls.
The point may be put in this way. The capital value of a
site is the present worth of the annual income which it is
expected to yield. Increments in capital value must, there-
fore, arise regularly as the date at which an increase in annual
value will begin draws nearer. For simplicity of illustration,
let us imagine an estate, which is not expected to yield any
income at all for the next twenty years, but is, thereafter,
expected to yield an income (apart altogether from expendi-
ture on the land) of £500 a year. This example is typical of
the condition of much land in the neighbourhood of towns,
which is expected at a future date to become valuable for
building purposes. Interest being reckoned at 5 per cent, a
simple calculation shows that the capital site value of our
imaginary estate will progress approximately as follows :
Value in 1940	.	.	.	£3,800
„      1945	.	.	.	4,800
1950	.	.	.	6,100
1955	.	.	.	7,800
1960	.	.	.	10,000
The increment of value over the fifteen years following 1940
is thus £4000, and a duty of 20 per cent on this increment,
payable in 1955, is £800. A further simple calculation shows
that, with interest at 5 per cent, £800 in 1955 is equivalent
to a little less than £400 in 1940. This means that, if an owner
wished to sell the estate we have been considering in 1940>
the existence of a 20 per cent increment duty payable in
1955 would cause him to get some £3400 for it instead of
£3800. The tax, in short, would be a direct impost on the
present owner, and not in any sense a windfall tax.

